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What is a ‘knowledge-rich’ curriculum? 

 

 

Inspiration 1: Christodoulou & ‘Seven Myths of Education’ 

MYTH 1. FACTS PREVENT UNDERSTANDING 
Rousseau, Dewey and Freire have had a huge impact on the current national curriculum. All 
three were hostile to fact-learning, and all three set up a dichotomy between facts and true 
understanding. The curriculum is based on a similar understanding of an opposition 
between facts and understanding. Christodoulou argues that facts are not opposed to 
understanding; they enable understanding. This is because of the way that our minds work. 
Our long-term memories are capable of storing a great deal of information whereas our 
working memories are limited (more on this later). Therefore, it is very important that we 
commit facts to long-term memory, as this allows us to ‘cheat’ the limitations of working 
memory. The facts we’ve committed to memory help us to understand the world and to 
solve problems.  
 
 
MYTH 2. THE TWENTY-FIRST CENTURY FUNDAMENTALLY CHANGES EDUCATION  
Many education professors and education unions, such as Sir Ken Robinson and Shift 
Happens, argue that the speed of modern technological change means the educational 
world needs to change equally quickly. For example, the invention of Google has led some 
educational professionals to argue that we no longer have to remember things. Some lesson 
examples from Ofsted and the RSA assume that pupils can depend on the knowledge being 
‘out there’. Actually, Christodoulou argues, the limitations of working memory mean that 
we have to have a store of facts in our long-term memories in order to be able to think. 
Not only that, but in order to use reference tools like Google and Wikipedia effectively, you 
need a great deal of knowledge to begin with, in order to locate and understand its content 
or navigate its search results.  
 
 

What it IS What it ISN’T 

A change in emphasis, through re-establishing the 
importance of pupils knowing precise factual 
knowledge, without the ‘they can just look it up on 
Google’ mindset 

A change to the structure or 
content of what is being taught and 
how 

A ‘swing back’ to help pupils to recognise the 
importance of precise factual knowledge 

A return to ‘elitism’ and ‘chalk and 
talk’ methods 

A re-think about how knowledge and ‘skills’ (what 
we might call ‘concepts’) support each other 

A division or artificial separation 
between ‘knowledge’ and ‘skills’ 
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MYTH 3. TEACHING KNOWLEDGE IS INDOCTRINATION 
Christodoulou identifies political arguments set against the teaching of knowledge, based on 
the idea that it is impossible to make a politically ‘neutral’ selection of knowledge to teach 
to pupils, and that we should therefore not teach knowledge at all. The purpose of 
education, in this view, should be less about pupils receiving knowledge and more about 
pupils sifting opinions and working with their own experiences. The problem with this 
argument, according to Christodoulou, is that it relies on there being a dichotomy between 
‘bad’ brainwashing knowledge and ‘good’ empowering skills. In actual fact, no such 
dichotomy exists. We can’t teach pupils to sift opinions and weigh up evidence unless they 
have some knowledge to work with. If we want pupils to be able to deploy their skills on 
knowledge outside their own experience, we have to teach that knowledge. If our aim is for 
pupils to be able to read broadsheet newspapers, be active citizens and to play a full part 
in the lives of their communities, we have to teach the kind of knowledge that makes such 
activities possible.    
 

Inspiration 2: Willingham & ‘Why Don’t 

Students Like School?’ 

 The findings of Daniel Willingham, an American cognitive scientist, 
have gained force through the publication of his book in March 2009, and likely had an 
impact on British-based Christodoulou’s arguments above. 

 Willingham emphasises that thinking is a slow process that requires significant effort. He 
uses Henry Ford to make his point quite clear: “thinking is the hardest work there is, 
which is the probable reason why so few people engage in it’. Working on problems that 
are too difficult is unpleasant. Students can’t opt out of these problems the way that 
adults often can and, Willingham argues, if the student routinely gets work that is a bit 
too difficult, it’s little wonder that he doesn’t care much for school. 

 Willingham suggests that “the more background knowledge you have in your long-
term memory, the more ‘stuff’ you will understand”, increasing the likelihood that you 
will find tasks rewarding rather than alienating.  As shown in the diagram above, 
thinking occurs when you combine information from the environment and from long-
term memory in new ways. This combination happens in the working memory. 

 Another necessity for thinking is having sufficient space in the working memory. 
Thinking becomes increasingly difficult as the working memory gets crowded. A 
mathematics problem requiring lots of steps, for example, would be hard to solve in 
your head because the steps would occupy so much space in the working memory that it 
would be difficult to keep them all in mind. Students requiring Learning Support may 
have more issues with ‘working memory’ than others – and this needs to be addressed.  

 Willingham recognises that teachers want students to become great THINKERS, rather 
than great at pub quizzes, but he very clearly emphasises that substantive and 
procedural knowledge (the latter referring to your knowledge of the mental 
procedures necessary to execute tasks) precedes skill.  

 In sum, successful thinking relies on four factors: information from the environment, 
facts in the long-term memory, procedures in the long-term memory, and space in 
working memory. If one of them is inadequate, thinking will likely fail. 
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Inspiration 3: Teachers and Educators (using the History 

“Skills”-Knowledge pendulum as an example) 

• Pre-1970: Gradgrindian, content-only History  - ‘it’s just one damned thing after 
another’. 

• Schools History Project (1972): established the idea that the intellectual ‘structure of 
the subject’ (i.e. skills/concepts) should be taught, replacing the traditional teaching of a 
‘body of received information to be accepted’.  History became a form of knowledge, 
rather than knowledge to be regurgitated. 

• The 1985 GCSE criteria and first History National Curriculum in 1991 made SHP history 
establishment orthodoxy.  

• By 1993, there were murmurs of mutiny among teachers, many of whom felt that 
knowledge and skills were becoming polarised, with content being fragmented. In the 
case of teaching evidence, for example, mechanical exercises did not make effective use 
of knowledge to place the historical sources being analysed into context – how can you 
tell if a source is ‘biased’ if you know nothing about the author, and very little about the 
period, in order to cross-reference what the author said happened with your other 
knowledge? 

• In sum, the pendulum swung too far from ‘knowledge’ to ‘skills’ and, crucially, these 
components should not be separated from one another. Christine Counsell has called 
this separation a ‘distracting dichotomy’.  

It’s time to put them back together… 
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PART ONE: DECISION MAKING GAMES 

 

1.1 Why did people die for the Church in the Middle Ages?  (Year 7) 

 

 

Newsflash Where are you?  

(e.g. 7) 

Decision (e.g. A) Points Scored 

1    

2    

3    

4    

5    

6    

Total Points:       
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Conclusion: The First Crusade 

1. For Christians, Jerusalem/Rome was the most important place on earth. 
2. The Church was very important because everyone believed in heaven and hell –pirates/priests 

could help people get to heaven. 
3. The monks/knights were in an awkward position because their job was to fight, but killing was a 

sin. The crusades allowed them to fight and still go to heaven. 
4. It took 1 week/10 weeks for the news that Muslims were no longer letting Christians into 

Jerusalem to reach Western Europe.  
5. Jerusalem is about 2,500/25,000 miles away from Paris in France. 
6. The Christians often called the Muslims ‘Harlequins/Saracens’ 
7. 6,000/60,000 people set out on the first crusade in 1096 to re-take Jerusalem 

8. Constantinople was a very important Christian city, situated in Turkey (and now called Istanbul), 
and it was ruled by the Emperor/Pope. 

9. Medieval missile launchers, which were made of wood, were often used in the crusades and 
were called ‘trebuchets/siege towers’. 

10. The crusaders who went to fight Muslims in the Holy Land had to take control of castles, as 
these castles controlled the local area. To do this, they put the castle under siege/pillage. 

11. The Crusaders had to rely on supplies from Europe to keep going. Most of the supplies came 
from England/Italy. 

 

Conclusion: Why did people die for the Church in the Middle Ages?   

 

 

1.2  Was James I a ‘relative failure’ as a ruler of England?  (Year 8) 

We will now play a decision-making game, in groups, based on the problems that James I 

inherited from Elizabeth. There will be six problems your team will face. You will deal with 

one at a time.  For each problem, you can choose from four solutions (coloured red, green, 

orange and blue). You must make two decisions when faced with each problem: 

1. What you think James SHOULD do, based on logic and your knowledge of the 

Tudor and Stuart context 

2. What you think James actually DID, based on the information you are given.  

There are therefore two tiles to colour: the BEST decision for a monarch, and what you think 

ACTUALLY happened when James I was faced with each problem. You should use the 

following information to help you make your decisions:  

 The information on each ‘problem slide’ 

 The information given to each group member – you will have different roles and 

different information to share! 
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DECISION TILES 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Conclusion: Was James I a ‘relative failure’ as a ruler of England? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1.3 How did the British Empire begin? (Year 8 or Year 9)  

See Teaching History Issue 149: In Search of the Question Edition.  

 

1.4 Why did the Tsarist Empire collapse?   (GCSE)  

See Teaching History Issue 154: A Sense of History Edition.  

1. How do your tiles match up? Did James I make sensible decisions?  

 

 

2. What precise and specific examples are there to justify the statement?   

 

 

3. What precise and specific examples are there to challenge the statement?   

 

 

4. What is your overall judgement?  
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PART TWO: DEBATES AND TRIALS 

 

2.1 Does King John deserve his reputation? (Year 7) 
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Conclusion: Does King John deserve his reputation?   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2.2 Was Guy Fawkes framed in the Gunpowder Plot? (Year 8) 

 

 

 

1 What precise and specific examples are there to justify his poor reputation?   

 

 

2 What precise and specific examples are there to challenge his poor reputation?   

 

 

3 What is your overall judgement?  
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Courtroom Protocol: 

 When speaking to the judge, we ask members of the court to stand 

(witnesses do not need to stand when answering questions).  

 Everyone that appears in court should: dress neatly; not eat, drink or chew 

gum; sit quietly; not speak to any member of the jury in the Supreme Court. 

 All shall address the judge as ‘Your Honour’. 

 Lawyers must ask permission before approaching a witness.  

 Lawyers may raise an objection ONLY in the following four situations:  

1. If they feel that another lawyer’s questioning is leading;  

2. If they feel the lawyer’s questioning is otherwise inappropriate;  

3. If they consider that the witness is hiding information;  

4. If they feel that what the witness says is ‘hearsay’ or ‘speculation’ – in 

this case, they may ask for it to be stricken from the record. The 

judge will then decide whether to sustain or overrule the objection. 

 The judge may ask a witness or lawyer a question at any time.  

 

 

The Trial of Guy Fawkes 

Court Judge: You are Guy Fawkes, you were born in York in 1570, and your father is 

Edward Fawkes, who died when you were eight years old. You went to school with 

John Wright, who is also being charged with treason. You are a soldier. You 

converted to Catholicism and helped the Spanish Catholics fight Protestant rebels in 

Holland. You then travelled to Spain to seek support for a Catholic rebellion in 

England.  At this point you adopted the Italian version of your name, ‘Guido’. 

Although you were received politely in Spain, the court of King Philip III was unwilling 

to offer you any support. Is that correct? 

Fawkes: That is correct. 

Court Judge: Guy Fawkes, you have been brought before this court to determine 

your guilt according to the charge of attempting to blow up the Houses of 

Parliament. How do you plead? 

Fawkes: Not guilty, your honour. 

Court Judge: You may be seated. Who brings the charge of murder and treason 

against Mr Fawkes? 

Prosecution: We do, your Honour. 
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Court Judge: You may proceed with your first witness.  

Prosecution: The prosecution calls Sir Robert Cecil to the stand.  

Court Judge: Please raise your right hand. Sir Cecil, do you swear that the testimony 

you give will be the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the truth? 

Cecil: I do solemnly, sincerely and truly declare and affirm that the evidence I shall 

give shall be the truth the whole truth and nothing but the truth. 

Court Judge: Please be seated.  

Prosecution: You are Robert Cecil, son of William Cecil, 1st Baron Burghley, and 

Mildred Cooke. You were born in 1563. You studied at Cambridge University and the 

Sorbonne (in Paris) and in 1584 your father arranged for you to be elected to the 

House of Commons. After the death of Francis Walsingham in 1590, you became 

Secretary of State. You were knighted and gradually took over the role of your aging 

father to become Elizabeth’s closest advisor. You played the major role in arranging 

James to become king in 1603. Is that correct? 

Cecil: That is correct.  

Cecil is seated in the witness dock. The prosecution has 2 minutes MAX to ask their 

questions. The witness should answer as truthfully as possible – where information is 

not known, this should be made clear.  

Court Judge: You have no further questions?  

Prosecution: No further questions, your honour. 

Court Judge: The case for the defence may now cross-examine the witness.  

Defence Permission to approach the witness?  

Court Judge: Granted.  

The defence has 2 minutes MAX to ask their questions. The witness should answer as 

truthfully as possible – where information is not known, this should be made clear. 

Court Judge: You have no further questions?  

Defence: No further questions, your honour. 

Court Judge: Sir Cecil, you are now excused from the stand. The case for the 

prosecution may now call their second witness.  

Prosecution: The prosecution calls Sir Thomas Knyvett to the stand.  

Court Judge: Please raise your right hand. Sir Knyvett, do you swear that the 

testimony you give will be the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the truth? 
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Knyvett: I do solemnly, sincerely and truly declare and affirm that the evidence I shall 

give shall be the truth the whole truth and nothing but the truth. 

Court Judge: Please be seated.  

Prosecution: You are Sir Thomas Knyvett. You were born in 1545 in Yorkshire. You 

are a nobleman and are often seen at King James’s court. You were asked to search 

the cellars underneath the Houses of Parliament on 4 November. Is that correct? 

Knyett: That is correct.  

Knyvett is seated in the witness dock. The prosecution has 2 minutes MAX to ask their 

questions. The witness should answer as truthfully as possible. 

Court Judge: You have no further questions?  

Prosecution: No further questions, your honour. 

Court Judge: The case for the defence may now cross-examine the witness.  

Defence Permission to approach the witness?  

Court Judge: Granted.  

The defence has 2 minutes MAX to ask their questions. The witness should answer as 

truthfully as possible – where information is not known, this should be made clear. 

Court Judge: You have no further questions?  

Defence: No further questions, your honour. 

Court Judge: Sir Knyvett, you are now excused from the stand. Does the case for the 

Prosecution have any further witnesses? 

Prosecution: No your honour. The Prosecution rests. 

Court Judge: The case for the defence may now call their first witness.  

Defence: The defence calls Guy Fawkes to the stand.  

Court Judge: Please raise your right hand. Mr Fawkes, do you swear that the 

testimony you give will be the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the truth? 

Fawkes: I do solemnly, sincerely and truly declare and affirm that the evidence I shall 

give shall be the truth the whole truth and nothing but the truth. 

Court Judge: Please be seated.  

Fawkes is seated in the witness dock. The defence has 2 minutes MAX to ask their 

questions. The witness should answer as truthfully as possible. 

Court Judge: You have no further questions?  
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Defence: No further questions, your honour. 

Court Judge: The case for the prosecution may now cross-examine the witness.  

Prosecution:  Permission to approach the witness?  

Court Judge: Granted.  

The prosecution has 2 minutes MAX to ask their questions. The witness should 

answer as truthfully as possible – where information is not known, this should be 

made clear. 

Court Judge: You have no further questions?  

Prosecution: No further questions, your honour. 

Court Judge: Mr Fawkes, you are now excused from the stand. The case for the 

defence may now call their second witness.  

Defence: The defence calls Lord Monteagle to the stand.  

Court Judge: Please raise your right hand. Lord Monteagle, do you swear that the 

testimony you give will be the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the truth? 

Monteagle: I do solemnly, sincerely and truly declare and affirm that the evidence I 

shall give shall be the truth the whole truth and nothing but the truth. 

Court Judge: Please be seated.  

Defence: You are Lord Monteagle. You were born in 1575, into a Catholic family. You 

are the son of Edward Parker. In 1589, you married Elizabeth Tresham, the sister of 

Francis Tresham. Francis was also involved in the Gunpowder Plot. You own several 

properties including Hornby Castle and houses in London and Essex. Is that correct? 

Monteagle: That is correct. 

Monteagle is seated in the witness dock. The defence has 2 minutes MAX to ask their 

questions. The witness should answer as truthfully as possible. 

Court Judge: You have no further questions?  

Defence: No further questions, your honour. 

Court Judge: The case for the prosecution may now cross-examine the witness.  

Prosecution:  Permission to approach the witness?  

Court Judge: Granted.  
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The prosecution has 2 minutes MAX to ask their questions. The witness should 

answer as truthfully as possible – where information is not known, this should be 

made clear. 

Court Judge: You have no further questions?  

Prosecution: No further questions, your honour. 

Court Judge: Lord Monteagle, you are now excused from the stand. Defence Team, 

do you have any more witnesses to call? 

Defence: We have no more witnesses, your honour.  The defence rests.  

Court Judge: It is now time for the closing speeches before the jury adjourns to 

deliberate and come back with their final verdict. May those bringing the case 

against Guy Fawkes on the charge of murder and treason sum up their prosecution. 

Prosecution Lawyers deliver their closing statement. 

Court Judge: It is only fair that the defence should have the opportunity to reply.  

Defence Lawyers deliver their closing statement. 

Court Judge: The courtroom is adjourned until such time that the jury has made their 

final decision as to the guilt of Guy Fawkes on the charge of murder and treason. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Point 

Evidence 

Explain 

EVIDENCE:  
Firstly, Guy Fawkes… 
Secondly, Cecil was… 
Another reason that Fawkes was 
guilty/not guilty was… 
Finally, I can prove Fawkes was 
guilty/not guilty because… 

EXPLAIN:  
Therefore, it is clear that Guy 
Fawkes was/was not guilty of the 
Gunpowder plot of 1605. 

POINT:  
I aim to prove that Guy Fawkes 
was/was not guilty of the 
Gunpowder plot. 
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Success Criteria: Was Guy Fawkes guilty of the Gunpowder plot?  

1. Uses a Point-Evidence-Explain structure 
 

CHALLENGE:   
3. Has outlined why the opposing 
view is wrong, dealing 
confidently with the opposition 
by smashing their arguments.  
 

2. Has used detailed evidence, with lots of 

examples from the cards and 

dates/names 

 

Appendix A: Preparing for the Gunpowder Plot trial 

DEFENCE LAWYER: Preparing Questions for the Defence (Guy Fawkes was set up and is 

NOT GUILTY of the gunpowder plot). 

TASK: the following are your 2 witnesses for the Defence. Read through the information on 

each witness and think of 4 or more questions to ask each of them that will help you to 

explain why Guy Fawkes is not guilty. I have given you three starter questions – see if you 

can think of at least one more yourself. 

Witness for the defence 
1. Guy Fawkes 
 You were born in 1570 and went to school with John Wright, who is also 

being charged with treason. Your former school friend Oswald Tesimond, 
who had become a Jesuit Catholic priest, described you as "pleasant of 
approach and cheerful of manner, opposed to quarrels and strife ... loyal to 
his friends.” 

 You come from a Protestant family. 

 You are a soldier.  

 You converted to Catholicism and helped the Spanish Catholics fight 
Protestant rebels in Holland.  

 It was while on campaign fighting for Spain in Holland that you were 
approached by Thomas Wintour, one of the plotters, and asked to join what 
would become known as the Gunpowder Plot, under the leadership of 
Robert Catesby. 

 You then travelled to Spain in 1603 to seek support for a Catholic rebellion 
in England.   

 At this point you adopted the Italian version of your name, ‘Guido’.  

 Although you were received politely in Spain, the court of King Philip III was 
unwilling to offer you any support.  

 You were caught red-handed, with 36 barrels of gunpowder, beneath the 
Houses of Parliament! You gave your name when you were caught as ‘John 
Johnson’. 
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Potential questions for Guy Fawkes: 
1. What religion was your family when you were young? Would it therefore be 

safe to assume that you don’t hate all Protestants? 
2. Were you the leader of the plot? Who asked you to join the plot? Do you 

know the background of this man? Could it be that this man who asked you 
to join the plot was actually a government spy, who was determined to trap 
Catholic men to punish them? 

3. Why did you travel to Spain in 1603? What was the result? How did this 
affect your ability to raise a Catholic rebellion? 
 

Witness for the defence 

2. Lord Monteagle 

 You were born in 1575, into a Catholic family. 

 In 1589, you married Elizabeth Tresham, the sister of Francis Tresham 
(Francis was one of the conspirators in the Gunpowder Plot) 

 You were implicated in a plot to remove Elizabeth I from power in 1601. 
This plot failed and, despite the minor part you had in the conspiracy, you 
could consider yourself fortunate to receive a fine of £8,000. 

 On October 26th 1603, you received a letter clearly warning you not to 
attend Parliament on November 5th.  

 You showed this letter to Robert Cecil, the chief minister. The end result of 
this was that Parliament was searched and ‘John Johnson’ (Guy Fawkes), 
was caught.  

 As a result of torture, Fawkes gave up the names of his accomplices. One of 
those caught was Francis Tresham, your brother-in-law. It seems likely that 
it was Tresham who sent the warning letter to you. 

 Despite the security that would have surrounded the infamous captives in 
the Tower of London, Tresham was poisoned in his cell. However, he did 
escape the butchery of being hung drawn and quartered – the penalty paid 
by some of the conspirators. The fact that Tresham was poisoned, quickly 
led to rumours that the whole plot was organised by you and Cecil - as it 
was the letter, probably from Tresham, that led to the discovery of the plot 
and the capture of a number of conspirators.  

 Poisoning would have spared Tresham from being hung, drawn and 
quartered – almost a ‘reward’ for his warning. However, none of this can be 
proven. 

 If Cecil was involved he left no clues – not for nothing was he nicknamed 
‘the fox’. 
 

Potential questions for Lord Monteagle: 
1. What religion do you follow? Due to your beliefs, what were you convicted 

of in 1603? What was your punishment? Do you think Guy Fawkes and your 
brother-in-law, Francis Tresham, would have found out about your 
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punishment? Would this have made them more or less likely to have 
become involved in a plot themselves? 

2. Who was Francis Tresham? What did he send you on 26th October? What 
did this say? Who did you tell? Would you have willingly ‘sold out’ your 
brother in law to the government, knowing that he would die as a result? 

3. What was Tresham’s punishment? Why do you think this is different from 
the others?  

 

PROSECUTION LAWYER: Preparing Questions for the Prosecution (Guy Fawkes is GUILTY of 

the Gunpowder Plot) 

TASK: the following are your 2 witnesses for the Prosecution. Read through the information 

on each witness and think of 4 or more questions to ask each of them that will help you to 

explain why Guy Fawkes is guilty. I have given you three starter questions – see if you can 

think of at least one more yourself. 

Witness for the prosecution 
1. Robert Cecil 
 You are the son of William Cecil, 1st Baron Burghley, and Mildred Cooke. 

You were born in 1563. You studied at Cambridge University and the 
Sorbonne (in Paris) and in 1584 your father arranged for you to be elected 
to the House of Commons. 

 Elizabeth sent you to Spain in 1588 to carry out peace negotiations over the 
conflict in Holland between Protestant rebels and Spanish Catholics.  

 After the death of Francis Walsingham in 1590, you became Secretary of 
State. You were knighted and gradually took over the role of your aging 
father to become Elizabeth’s closest advisor. 

 You are a very small man and Elizabeth affectionately called you her "elf".  

 You pursued a policy of peace with Spain and played the major role in 
arranging James to become king in 1603.  

 On October 26th, Lord Monteagle gave you a letter that revealed that a 
Catholic plot threatened parliament – and the king. You kept news of the 
plot from the King, who was busy hunting in Cambridgeshire, and was not 
expected back for several days. On his return, a search of the Houses of 
Parliament was arranged. 

 You were not involved in the interrogation, torture or confession of Guy 
Fawkes. 

 The Catholics in England were upset that there was another Protestant 
monarch. They also became very angry when King James passed a law that 
imposed heavy fines on people who did not attend Protestant church 
services. You supported these things. Rumours have started that you 
blackmailed Catesby into organising the plot. It is argued that your aim was 
to make people in England hate Catholics.  
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 People have been so very angry after they found out about the plot, that 
they have agreed to your plans to pass a series of laws that punish Catholics 
(like taking away their right to vote). 

 
Potential questions for Robert Cecil: 

1. What did you arrange in 1603? What is your view of King James? Are you 
likely to toy with his life by setting up a conspiracy – especially a conspiracy 
involving highly trained soldiers? 

2. Who gave you a letter on 26th October? What did the letter state? What did 
you do next? 

3. Were you involved in Guy Fawkes’ torture? In his interrogation? In his 
confession? Do you have any special interest in the fate of Guy Fawkes, or 
just in the safety of James I? 

 

Witness for the prosecution 
2. Sir Thomas Knyvett  
 You were born in 1545 in Yorkshire, and you are a nobleman and courtier. 

You have no known relationship to Robert Cecil, or Lord Monteagle, and you 
are not an extreme Protestant.  

 You were involved in the gunpowder plot, as follows: 
o The first search of the buildings in and around Parliament (following 

Lord Monteagle’s letter) was made on Monday 4 November. This was 
when the plotters were busy making their final preparations. The 
search was made by the Duke of Suffolk, Lord Monteagle, and John 
Whynniard.  

o They found a large pile of firewood in the undercroft beneath the 
House of Lords, accompanied by what they presumed to be a serving 
man (Fawkes), who told them that the firewood belonged to his 
master, Thomas Percy.  

o They left to report their findings, at which time Fawkes also left the 
building. The mention of Percy's name aroused further suspicion as 
he was already known to the authorities as a Catholic agitator.  

o The King insisted that a more thorough search be undertaken. Late 
that night, the search party, headed by Thomas Knyvet, returned to 
the undercroft. They again found Fawkes, dressed in a cloak and hat, 
and wearing boots and spurs. 

o  He was arrested, whereupon he gave his name as John Johnson. He 
was carrying a lantern, and a search of his person revealed a pocket 
watch, several slow matches and touchwood. 

o The barrels of gunpowder were discovered hidden under piles of 
faggots (small pieces of wood) and coal.  

o Fawkes was taken to the King early on the morning of 5 November. 
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Potential questions for Sir Knyvett: 
1. What is your relationship to Robert Cecil? What are your religious beliefs? 

Had you heard the name ‘Guy Fawkes’ or ‘Francis Tresham’ before? 
2. Please describe what you found when you searched the cellars below the 

Houses of Parliament on the evening of 4 November. 
3. What did Guy Fawkes (or ‘John Johnson’) have in his pockets? 

 

 

2.3 Truman on Trial (GCSE)  

Available from www.lobworth.wordpress.com 

 

PART THREE: FACT-FINDING AND REVISION GAMES 

 

3.1 Do pirates have parrots and bury treasure? (Year 8) 

 

STARTER: Please draw a picture of a pirate.  

 

 

 

http://www.lobworth.wordpress.com/
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CONCLUSION: Go back to your picture and CHANGE it to show what you’ve 

learnt. Add labels and key NAMES and TERMINOLOGY around the edge.  
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3.2 Why is World War I worth knowing? (Year 9) 
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3.3 How effective was the 1848 Public Health Act? (GCSE/A-Level) 
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Further reading:  

Foster, R. & Gadd, S. (2013) ‘Let's play Supermarket ‘Evidential' Sweep: developing 

students' awareness of the need to select evidence’ in Teaching History, 152: Pulling 

It All Together Edition 

Hammond, K. (2002) ‘Getting Year 10 to understand the value of precise factual 

knowledge’ in Teaching History, 109: Examining History Edition.  

Worth, P. (2012) ‘Competition and counterfactuals without confusion: Year 10 play a 

game about the fall of the Tsarist empire to improve their causal reasoning’ in 

Teaching History, 149: In Search Of The Question Edition. 

Worth, P. (2014) ‘Combating a Cook-centric past through co-curricular learning: Year 

9 dig out maps and rulers to challenge generalisations about the Age of Discovery’ in 

Teaching History, 154: A Sense of History Edition.  

Worth, P. (2015) ‘Cunning Plan: Different interpretations of the significance of 

historical events in the First World War’ in Teaching History, 155: First World War 

Edition. 


